Outdoor

Play Systems

A PL ACE FOR
OUTDOOR FUN!
This is an example of how you can design
your set with our components.
Playhouses can be connected via catwalk
as shown or with a five foot long
arched bridge.

27'
34'

Our Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Craftsmen
combine outdoor lumber with modern components and craftsmanship to make your set a child’s
delight. This catalog shows our most popular and standard designs. Please note: Most of our
sets can be shifted from left to right and front to back so that you can design your set to fit your
needs, and space that you have available. You can also omit components that you don’t need.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE!
Outdoor Play Systems LLC is
family owned and operated,
in business since 1983

SUMMER
R E T R E AT A N D
CLIMBING
TOWER
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SUMMER RETREAT AND
CLIMBING TOWER
This set was designed by a customer. We challenge you to design your set with
our components.

26'

32'

Shown with AFR 2 swingset, turbo tower and hideout.

16'

25'

CLIMBING TOWER

CLIMBING TOWER
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CLIMBING TOWER

CLIMBING TOWER
Shown with lookout, telescope, steering wheel,
hideout, tire swing, overhead ladder, fire pole and
AFR 3 swingset with buoy ball on overhang.

23'

30'
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A large playset with
lots of activity!

(see photo
on page 9)

CLIMBING TOWER
Shown with AFR 2 swingset with plastic glider,
hideout and porch.

16'

20'

CLIMBING TOWER

Tarp color also available
in blue, or
upgrade to
wood roof
panel.
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CLIMBING TOWER

CLIMBING TOWER
Includes AFR 1 swingset, slide, 6' mountain
climb, tire swing and cargo net.

16'

18'

CLIMBING
TOWER
Shown with AFR 1 and
climber set.

16'

26'
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26'

27'

PICNIC
TABLE

This set was designed by a customer

CLIMBING TOWER AND
CONTEMPORARY

DELUXE COMBINATION OF
CLIMBING TOWER AND
THE CONTEMPORARY

PICNIC TABLE
Child sized picnic table.
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TURBO
TOWER

PORCH

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

PORCH

TURBO
TOWER

HIDEOUT

LOOKOUT

Shown with optional
porch and upper deck.

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

LOOKOUT

HIDEOUT

16'

Upgrade to a wooden roof
panel on any set shown with a tarp.
Check price sheet for pricing.

24'
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COUNTRY CABIN

COUNTRY CABIN
Shown with 6'x7' playhouse with working windows,
AFR 3 swingset, slide and porch swing on back.

This set can be ordered with
any of our A-Frame swingsets
This set can also be ordered with a
gangplank and slide.
(see photo on page 11)
View of porch swing

18'

21'
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Please specify which style roof you would like,
wood or tarp. Picnic set adds 4 feet to overall size.

COUNTRY CHATEAU
6'x7' playhouse with 4'x6' cabin shown with AFR 3
swingset, slide, entrance ladder, gangplank,
and 3 windows, with a porch swing out on the back.

18'

21'

C O U N T R Y C H AT E A U

Want to add a picnic set
as shown on page 19?
Remove the porch swing or ladder.

Your choice of a wooden or
plastic glider with any swingset.
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AFR 2

AFR 2
Shown with two seats,
glider and slide tower.

12'

AFR 3
SWINGSET

16'
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AFR 3
SWINGSET
Shown with attached slide tower, 6' mountain
climb, slide, 2 swings, wooden glider, wooden
baby swing and entrance ladder.

15'
17'

AFR 4 SWINGSET A F R 2
SWINGSET

AFR 4 SWINGSET
Shown with slide tower, slide, 6' mountain
climb, entrance ladder and AFR 4 swingset
which includes 2 swings, lawn swing and
wooden glider.

15'

19'

AFR 2 SWINGSET
Shown with slide tower, slide, 6' mountain climb,
entrance ladder, wooden glider and two swings.

15'

16'

Any of our A-Frame swingsets
can be ordered with the slide tower
as shown on page 12, top photo.
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CONTEMPORARY
14

CONTEMPORARY
Shown with 6' mountain climb, overhead ladder, cargo net, entrance ladder,
fire pole, gangplank, slide, and AFR 3 swingset.

24'

17'

Features a 5'x6' tower, 6' mountain climb, slide, and
entrance ladder. Shown with AFR 6 swingset, or you can
order it with your choice of our A-frame swingsets.

16'

12'

C O N T E M P O R A RY

CONTEMPORARY

Small back yard?
This is a compact set with a
5'x6' deck.
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T H E S U M M E R R E T R E AT

THE SUMMER RETREAT
Shown with Turbo Tower, two sling swings, a
trapeze, steering wheel, and telescope.

FRON
BACK T TO
28'

16

7'
BACK 2

The Turbo Tower can be added to any
playtower except the Gymette.

17'

27'

This set can also be ordered
with any of our other
A-Frame swingsets.

A very roomy 6'x8' playhouse with Dutch doors and
3 working windows. The cabin is 4'x6' with
47" side walls and 6' to the roof peak.
This is a set designed for older children.

S U M M E R R E T R E AT

THE SUMMER RETREAT
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GY M E T T E

GYMETTE

This set can be
purchased without
the picnic set.
See price sheet.

Shown with AFR 1 swingset and picnic set.

15'

16'

Back View of Set
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CONTEMPORARY
Features a 5'x6' tower, 6' mountain climb, slide, picnic set, and
entrance ladder. Shown with AFR 6 swingset, or you can order
it with your choice of our A-frame swingsets.

16'

16'

C O N T E M P O R A RY

Wooden roof panels
will replace any
tarp roof.
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CABINETTE

CABINETTE
Shown with AFR 2 swingset, slide, and working windows.

16'

16'

6' Mountain Climb

Want more activity?
Move the entrance ladder to the front
and add a mountain climb on the side!
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Shown with an AFR2 swingset, turbo slide,
6' mountain climb, and entrance ladder.

8'
22'

CABINETTE

CABINETTE

Back View of Set
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Your Outdoor Play System will be
built using Wolmanized® Residential
Outdoor® Wood that has earned the
Good Housekeeping Seal.
The Wolmanized® brand has long been the leading name
in the wood protection industry. It’s been the most widely
known name, and the most heavily promoted. Now it has
a powerful new recognition that distinguishes it from the
alternatives: it has earned the Good Housekeeping Seal. Our pieces
are constructed from premium grade, southern yellow pine that is
pressure treated for residential outdoor wood that leaves wood with a
natural appearance. Outdoor wood can be painted or stained and is
more economical than durable grades of redwood and cedar or plastic
composites. And it’s made from a renewable resource that’s treated to
last for decades, reducing demands on forests. Wolmanized outdoor
wood is environmentally responsible, uses common species of rapidly
replenished trees, preserved in a nonpolluting, energy-efficient process
that reduces demand on forest resources.
Used and recommended by Dean Johnson, host of the popular TV series, Hometime.

OPTIONS
to Cu st omize Your Sw ingset
Dots Indicate Color Availability:

Site must be prepared and accessible. For playhouses, we need
clearance as wide as your playhouse plus six inches, unless special
arrangements have been made. We are not equipped to remove trees,
shrubs and some types of fences. There will be an additional charge
for having to return because of inaccessibility. Thank you!
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green

black

Design Your Own Custom Set With Our Components.
A-Frame Swings Interchange with All Playhouses.
Gangplank

Entrance Ladder

6' Mountain
Climb

Fire Pole

Outdoor Play Systems reserves the right to make
minor product modifications to improve safety and or
the value of all Outdoor Play Systems.
Maintenance: Outdoor Play Systems recommends that
all wood parts be given an application of water sealant
to protect its smooth finish and natural beauty.

Customer’s Responsibility:

blue

4' Mountain
Climb

Steering Wheel

Cargo
Net

Telescope

Bridge Connector

Tarps

Tarps are available in
solid blue and solid green.

Catwalk Connector
Catwalk connectors can also be used
to join one play tower to another. See
cover photo for example.

Buoy Ball

Wooden Baby Seat

Tire Swing

Plastic Glider

Trapeze

Wooden Glider

Hand Grip

Entrance
Ladder
Hand Rails

Lawn Swing

OPTIONS

Plastic Baby Seat

Sling Swing

Scoop Slide

Turbo Slide

Child’s Picnic Table
Working Windows
with Shutters

Sandbox Cover

Sizes Available: 4x4, 4x6, 5x6, 6x7, 6x8
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10 Reasons to Buy an
Outdoor Play System
1 Why spend hundreds or
thousands of dollars more for
something your child will use
for 15 years?
2 Our sets are very modular.
Design your own outdoor play
system using our components.
3 Built to outlast the play years
of your child.
4 We use all wood framing which,
unlike vinyl, is a renewable
resource.
5 No vinyl sleeves that can be
cracked when cold.
6 Wooden decks and railings
mean no static from vinyl to
shock your child.
7 More activities for a lot
less money.
8 Damaged parts are easily
replaced. Contact Outdoor
Play Systems or go to your local
lumber yard.
9 Availability is two to three
weeks from our plant.
(availability may vary
depending on distributor’s
location.)
10 We use Wolmanized®
wood products.

Another Great Set!

CONTEMPORARY WITH TURBO SLIDE
This set was designed by a customer!
Outdoor Play Systems challenges
you to design your own custom
set with our components!

14'
21'

Your Sales Representative is:

(Read more about
Wolmanized®
wood on page 22)

C A T A L O G #1 6

Back View of Set

Call today for information or to place your order.

